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Abstract- Social Mobile Audio Book Creation aims to develop an Android Application “ My Book My Voice ” an innovative 
audio recorder system for creating an audio book and making it extensive usable for user by including multiple features built 
in single application. This app will allow user to create an audio book by recording his/her voice while reading the book. An 
additional feature that is modulation allows user’s voice to be modulated to the character present in book and thereby brings 
actual books to life. The user can upload the created audio book on the server or can download the existing audio books from 
the server which allow availability of all possible books on server and reach ability to broader audience. A section named 
Popular will contain all those audio books which are uploaded on the server and are highly rated, so that the user can get the 
benefit of popular books among others. Thus this app provides new features and environment for creating audio books to make 
them valuable tool.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
People who are fond of reading books find text 
materials available for reading purpose. To read each 
and every line of the book sometimes becomes bore 
and tedious to get the things explained and to get 
required contents in one possible book. This necessity 
made the invention of new product in which user can 
create Audio Book by recording the book contents and 
can have written material presented in audible format 
so that user can find it useful at any times to listen to it 
and can easily carry them in place wherever user 
wishes. Nowadays, listening to audio book on mobile 
devices is considered as a valuable learning tool. 
Audio books can bring books to life and can get user’s 
interest in reading books. These Audio books brings 
interest to people because it allows multitasking and 
have become a popular form of travel entertainment. 
This android application can traditionally be used by 
teachers to create audio book to share with students, 
struggling readers, learning disabled students and non 
readers. Creation of story books in audio form can give 
company to kids when one is not around to read them 
their favorite bed time story and handy companion to 
have around on dark camping and long road trips. 
Listening to “This work is sponsored by Harbinger 
Systems and is supported by Modern Education 
Society College of Engineering, Department of 
Computer Engineering” audio books along with 
handling household chores,  thereby allow person to 
perform multitasking. There are many people who 
lose a great deal of their time doing nothing while 
travelling to and from places-and the boredom of it 
can make them tired and irritable. So this time can be 
utilized in listening to an audio book that develops 
their minds or improves their professional or business 

skills which can further help them in their career.       
In many ways creation of audio book have proven 
successful in helping all users to access literature and 
enjoy book with actual character voice. An overview to 
these needs found a necessity for us to build an android 
application “My Book My Voice” that performs 
various functions combined into a single application. 
Additionally, to obtain a better form of Audio 
recording noise cancellation is applied on recorded 
audio files. Therefore in future we will obtain ever 
increasing amount of information through speech 
rather than printed material.  
 
II. BACKGROUND 
 
A. Related Work 
The DAISY Talking Book, like analog talking books, 
renders the audio in human or synthetic voice. 
Additionally, the DAISY Talking Book can contain 
image files, text files, and navigator capability that 
offering a wide range of features in order to provide 
services to a broader audience, including deaf and 
hearing impaired people. However, the cost associated 
with making the DAISY Talking Book is very high 
and there are also other problems is that it renders only 
human voice and requires a number of volunteers [1]. 
 
B. Adaptive Application used to overcome 
drawbacks 
Due to above problem that is it is time consuming to 
develop an audio book with number of volunteers and 
DAISY Talking Book provide us prepared book which 
would not be as per user requirement, if user wish to 
have a book with his own contents described in it with 
its own feasibility or wants a book to be published as 
per his requirement, it would not be possible through 
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Daisy Talking Book. Keeping the above drawbacks in 
mind My Book My Voice an android application is 
developed which would be a social media audio book 
creation and would overcome above drawbacks.  
The primary objective of the system is to design and 
implement creative and interactive Audio Books for 
Smart Phone users that help them to create, listen and 
share books in the form of Audio.  
 
III. FEATURES 
 
The application has various features like:-  
A. Create Audio Book instance: 
For Creating Book Instance user needs to enter all the 
details pertaining to the book such as author name, 
Book title, total number of chapters, category and 
sub-category, ISBN of book, number of pages, and 
book cover image. The cover image of the book can be 
selected by the user either from mobile gallery or can 
be clicked through the camera. The cover page image 
can act as a reference to identify book faster for user 
understanding. The ISBN is used to identify books 
published internationally.   
 
An ISBN is unique for every book, so it is a best way to 
find the title and edition of the book that already 
exists. Category and its sub-category entered by the 
user will help in speeding up the searching process. At 
the beginning when user enters the total number of 
pages of the book, the system automatically calculates 
the approximate memory which is required to record 
the entire book. If the required memory is not 
available in the android system, then it will give the 
notification to the user and it will allow the user to 
record up to limited pages that can be supported by the 
system. Once the user has entered all the required 
details of the book to be created, he can start recording 
chapter wise. The user can not only record the 
chapters but he can also record the preface, summary 
and authors descriptions etc. To create an audio book, 
user can make use of PDF or book snapshots on 
screen, or can have printed book for their reference 
which would help them to read and record the book 
easily. Once the user has recorded the audio file, the 
system will estimate the amount of data storage 
required. Since, the time taken to record an audio file 
can vary from person to person depending on their 
reading speed therefore the size of the audio file will 
also vary for every user. Therefore, the storage space is 
calculated using recording time and audio file format. 
If it finds that the storage space is insufficient then it 
will give the notification to the user about the 
insufficient memory. After recording the audio file 
completely the user can preview it, save it, edit it or 
can discard it. 
 
Implementation method used for Recording include 
following procedure:  

Step 1:  Recording is initiated using MediaRecorder.  
Step 2:  Initialisation:    
recorder = new MediaRecorder(); 
recorder.setAudioSource(MediaRecorder.AudioSourc
e.MIC) recorder.setOutputFormat(output_formats); 
recorder.setAudioEncoder(MediaRecorder.AudioEnc
oder.AM R.NB);  
recorder.setOutputFile(getFilename()); 
Step 3:  Start Recording : 
recorder.prepare(); 
Recorder.start(); 
Step 4:  Stop Recording : 
recorder.stop(); 
recorder.release(); 
 
B. Audio Editing 
The application allows the user to edit the recorded 
files by applying various operation like trimming, 
merging and appending the audio file.  
 
System allows time wise audio trimming. In this 
technique the user first needs to select the audio file for 
which he wants to perform the trimming. Then he 
needs to mark the start and the end time with the help 
of the sliders and then the portion between those 
markers will be trimmed and a new file is generated. 
The previous file can also be deleted after reviewing 
the modified audio file.  
 
Audio Editing is implemented using following 
method:  
Step 1: Open the audio recording file and get its 
details. 
Step 2: Create the mediaplayer in a background thread 
using media package in a class MediaPlayer. 
Step 3:  Load the Sound file in a background thread 
where we read the file. 
Step 4: Then waveforms of the audio file is created. On 
the loaded audio file, detect the Gesture using OnFling 
and analyse start and end position of slider. 
Step 5: Take the start position from the marker and 
substract it from the initial start position. This will 
give the offset from the initial start point. 
Similarly, it is done to get the end position. 
Step 6: After detecting the position, the pixels plotted 
are converted to seconds. 
Step 7: Now, the waveform start and end position will 
be the start and end time for the edited audio file and 
these are converted into frames. 
Step 8: A new file will be created from start frame and 
end frame which is true edited file required. 
 
C. Audio Merging 
System also allows merging of audio files in which the 
buffer management technique is used. Audio files are 
stored in the buffer. Each buffer consists of a header 
and recorded audio data. During merging of two audio 
files, two corresponding buffers are concatenated 
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using pointers. Initially pointer points to the header of 
the first buffer and is traversed till the end of the first 
buffer. Then first buffer is concatenated with only 
audio data of second buffer excluding its header. 
Hence the resultant audio file is created which the user 
can preview and save it. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the 
process of merging.  
 
System also allows appending of the audio files. 
Appending the audio files includes continuation to a 
recorded file. The technique used for appending is 
similar to the merging buffering technique. 
 
Audio Merging feature is included as it is very 
difficult for user to record book at one time so merging 
allows multiple recordings to be merged into one 
audio file. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Before Merging (buffer1 & buffer 2) 

 

 
Fig. 2 After Merging (buffer1) 

 
D. Search Engine 
The application also provides the option of searching 
respective book by having multiple categories for book 
like fictional, novel, mystery etc in which only book 
pertaining to each of them would be available. The 
user can find multiple audio books in the popular 
section and can download the audio books of his 
choice. The searching of books can be made using 
book title. 
 
The Popular section in the app will have display the 
list of recently uploaded audio books on the server and 
also display the list of highly rated books. These lists 
of books will be updated every time any audio book is 
uploaded on the server.    
 
E. Modulation 
The user can apply modulation on audio file by using 
pre defined or user defined characters. Requirement of 

multiple volunteer to form an audio book is overcome 
by using available characters. User will have an option 
of creating different characters that exist in the book. 
Characters are generated through voice-overs. 
Voice-over refers altering the person’s voice by 
changing the pitch of recorded voice to either make 
them sound as per actual character in the book or as 
per user requirement. Characters can be generated to 
represent different dialogue. For Example, Consider a 
scenario in which there is a conversation between 
male and female. To make the conversation more clear 
and interactive, we generate characters with male and 
female voice. And create book using those characters. 
 After modulating the audio file the user can preview 
it, save it or can discard it.  
 
Voice–overs implementation includes use of following 
method: 
Step 1:  Initially the characters name and icon is set. 
Step 2:  Set the frequency using the seek bar. 
Step 3: Integer value from the seekbar are mapped on 
the frequency of the character (e g: 17 mapped to 1.7). 
Step 4: To test the frequency of the character, the 
audio file is recorded by creating mediarecorder. 
Step 5:To play audio file, SoundPool is created using  
SoundPool SoundPoolnew = new SoundPool(50, 
AudioManager.STREAM_MUSIC, 0); 
Step 6: Audio file is loaded to the SoundPool using   
SoundID = SoundPool.load(“Audio Path”,1); 
Step 7: Then Finally play with    
SoundPool.Play(SoundID,1,1,1,1,samplefrequency); 
 
F. Noise Cancellation 
 Noise cancellation on recorded audio can be done 
using Noise suppression (NS) which is an audio 
pre-processing that removes background noise from 
the captured signal. The component of the signal 
considered as noise can be either stationary 
(car/airplane engine, AC system) or non-stationary 
(other people conversations, car horn) for more 
advanced implementations. Noise Suppression is 
mostly used by voice communication applications and 
therefore proves useful to eliminate noise. 
 
Elimination of noise can also be done if we are able to 
find out the frequency of user’s recording. The user’s 
recording frequency will be considered as the normal 
frequency range. After detecting the normal frequency 
range, the frequencies above normal frequency range 
will be detected and these frequencies would be 
considered as noise or unwanted voice. Therefore, 
those unwanted frequencies will be eliminated from 
the recorded file and thus the recorded audio file will 
be of good quality. 
 
G. Uploading 
The user can upload the final created audio book on 
the server of the application. While uploading the 
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audio book on the server, the audio book will be 
automatically converted into the zip file format, so 
that the time taken to upload the book on the server 
would be less. Similarly, when the user is 
downloading any audio book, it will be unzipped 
automatically in the application and the book in the 
normal format will be stored in the download folder of 
the application. 
 
After uploading the audio book on the server the user 
will get a prompt message that whether he wants to 
delete that audio book file from his SD card or not. If 
the user agrees on deleting that file from his phone, 
than the file will be deleted and the memory will be 
released. This will help in reducing the memory 
conflicts. Also, after uploading the book on the server, 
it will be listed on ‘recently uploaded books’ section 
which is one of the categories of the ‘popular section’. 
Another category inside the popular books is ‘highly 
rated books’ which will display all those books which 
are downloaded the most from the server. Searching 
option is also provide to the user in popular book 
section, so that the user can easily find the books they 
are looking for. 
 
H. Text To Speech Conversion 
This application provides the option of converting the 
text into speech. This feature of converting the text to 
speech will be useful whenever the user have the 
downloaded book with him. The user can use this 
feature in two ways. Either he can create directly the 
audio book of it by converting its text into speech and 
can listen to it at any time while doing his other works 
like driving, exercising, mainly mechanical work. But 
this book will not have the effect of characters because 
it is created by the application and will not be having 
any modulation feature in it. The other way in which 
the user can make use of this feature is that before 
creating any audio book he can just go through the 
book by listening it in his free time so that he can come 
to know about its different characters and their role 
and then can use appropriate voice to match their 
characters and role. This will help them in making the 
book more interactive and interesting.  
 
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
A. Server 
Server is a running instance of an application which is 
capable of accepting requests from the client and 
giving responses accordingly. 
The user upload the created audio book on to the 
server and after uploading the book on the server, 
based on its downloading it will gain ratings. After 
uploading the audio book on the server, the audio book 
will be deleted from the SD. This will help in having 
less memory problems on user’s phone. 
 

B. Client Android Phone 
The users can create an audio book of their interested 
book using this application and after finishing its 
creation they can upload the final audio book on the 
application server. On the server, the books will be 
rated based on their download from the server and will 
be displayed to the user in the popular book section. 
Also, in this section, list of recently uploaded books 
will be displayed.  Before uploading the audio book, 
noise cancellation will be performed on the audio files 
of this audio book. On these audio files various 
operations like editing, merging and modulation can 
be done by the user. All versions of Android that are 
above 4.0 support this application. 
 

 
Fig 3: System Architecture 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Audio book application is very useful for designing 
and implementing creative and interactive Audio 
Books that help users to listen and share books on 
different social networking sites. It provides ease to 
the users to create an audio book and then apply 
different features on it such as noise cancellation, 
modulation, cutting and merging of different audio 
files to improve its quality and to make it more 
meaningful and interesting. As after uploading the 
audio book, it can be deleted from SD card, therefore, 
it saves a large amount of memory on user’s phone. 
This allows the user to take advantage of unlimited 
audio content from server through an internet-enabled 
mobile device. This application has immense future 
potential and it could be developed for all mobile 
platforms.                                            
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